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An electon-heating technique has been used to measure the diffusion thermopower of a quantum dot in the
Coulomb blockade~CB! regime. When the gate voltage defining the dot is swept, the thermovoltage across the
dot oscillates about zero with a period equal to that of the CB oscillations in electrical conductance and with
a magnitude consistent with a Landauer formulation. In addition, a reproducible fine structure on top of the CB
oscillations in the thermovoltage was observed that appears to result from theN-particle excitation spectrum of
the dot.@S0163-1829~97!52016-9#

Semiconductor quantum dots may be formed by using
surface gates to electrostatically confine electrons to an iso-
lated island of charge within a two-dimensional electron-gas
~2DEG! layer.1 Provided that tunneling between the dot and
surrounding 2DEG reservoirs is sufficiently weak, electrical
transport through the system is determined at low tempera-
turesT by a combination of confinement and charging ef-
fects. TheN-particle excitation spectra of the electron system
can affect transport, but even whenT is sufficiently low so
thatkBT,DE, theN-particle energy-level spacing, Coulomb
blockade~CB! ~Ref. 2! forbids tunneling through the excited
states within linear response~LR!. Beyond LR, when the
voltage biasV is such thatkBT,DE,ueVu, the electrons
can tunnel through the excited states and their signature can
be seen in the differential conductancedI/dV through the
dot.3,4

Beenakker and Staring5 have pointed out that the ther-
mopowerS is a far more sensitive probe of the transport
mechanisms in a quantum dot than the conductance. The
thermopower is defined byS5DVth /DT, whereDVth is the
thermovoltage generated by a temperature differentDT, ap-
plied across the dot. They show5 thatS should exhibit a fine
structure resulting fromN-particle states even within LR.
This structure is in addition to that resulting from electron
charging, which leads to oscillations inS about zero as a
function of gate voltageVg with a period equal to that of the
CB oscillations in electrical conductanceG. CB oscillations
in S have thus far been reported by two groups6,7 but the
magnitudes ofS deduced in the two cases were considerably
different.

Here we report measurements on a quantum-dot sample
that shows clear CB oscillations in bothG andS, and for
which DT, and thus the magnitude ofS, can be determined
with reasonable accuracy. The thermopower is found to be
far smaller than that predicted in Ref. 5 and a fine structure
in S is observed that we believe represents the first thermo-
electric signature of the excitation spectrum of a quantum
dot.

The device used is depicted in Fig. 1. The 2DEG was
formed at a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterojunction 70 nm below
the sample surface. The carrier densityn and mobility m
were measured at 4.2 K and found to ben52.231015 m22

andm580 m2 V21 s21, respectively, indicating a mean-free
path of l56 mm. Surface Schottky gates were used to define
two quasiballistic 2DEG channels of width 10mm and length
60mm on either side of a central quantum dot, itself defined
using gatesT, BL, P, andBR. Four quantum-point contacts
~QPC’s! at the boundaries of the two channels were used as
voltage probes for four-terminal measurements of the longi-
tudinal resistanceRxx , which was'170V at zero magnetic
field B. The lithographic dimensions of the dot were
0.430.5 mm2. Measurement of the period of Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations inG as a function ofB in the quantum-
Hall regime, following the method of Ref. 8, gave an area of

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the device. Dark regions represent
Schottky gates, unshaded areas are regions of 2DEG, and the
hatched squares represent Ohmic contacts to the 2DEG.~b! Detail
of the dashed box in~a!, showing the four gates used to define the
quantum dot.
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0.09mm2, indicating that the mean dot diameter was reduced
to 0.3mm by electrostatic depletion.

An electron-heating technique9 was used to measureS, as
employed in previous studies of mesoscopic
thermopower.10,11When a currentI was passed along one of
the two quasiballistic channels, Joule heating in that channel
created a differentialDT in electron temperature across the
dot @see Fig. 1~a!#. By measuring the resulting thermoelectric
voltage DVth the thermopower could be determined from
S5DVth /DT. Two QPC’s opposing the dot, at the bound-
aries of the quasiballistic channels, were used as voltage con-
tacts to determine the thermovoltage from
DVth5(VL2VR). To increase sensitivity we employed an ac
heating currentI and phase-sensitive detection ofDVth , as
used elsewhere.7,12 Since the heating power varies asI 2,
DT oscillates attwice the frequencyf55 Hz of the current
I . It was thus necessary to phase lock to the 2f component of
DVth . The residualf component of the signal was below the
noise threshold, as expected, since no current was passed
through the dot.G was measured using a standard two-
terminal configuration. It was necessary to switch between
this circuit and the four-terminal thermovoltage circuit of
Fig. 1~a!, since earthing requirements precluded a simulta-
neous measurement.

In Fig. 2, G and DV th are plotted as a function of the
voltageVP on the central plunger gateP. The electrostatic
barriers produced by gatesBL andBR were biased into the
tunneling regime, so that the individual conductances of the
barriers were belowe2/h. In this regime we observed CB
oscillations inG with gate voltage, which persisted almost
all the way toVP50. The thermovoltageDVth exhibited
oscillations about zero with the same period as those inG, as
previously observed in similar quantum-dot systems.6,7 As

VP was made more negative the tunnel barriers became more
opaque with a resulting decrease in the amplitude of oscilla-
tions inG.

Figure 3 showsDVth as a function ofVP at three values of
heating currentI , for a different set of gate voltages to those
in Fig. 2. The data show fine structure on a scale inVP about
an order of magnitude smaller than the CB oscillations. This
structure appears to be due to theN-particle states of the dot,
as predicted in Ref. 5, and was most pronounced when the
dot was close to pinch-off, whereG,0.05e2/h. We have
corrected the raw data in Fig. 3 for drifts of a few mV in gate
voltage by centering on the zero crossings inDVth , which
correspond to CB peaks inG. The shifts in effective gate-
voltage result from charge trapping and detrapping by impu-
rities, commonly observed as random telegraph noise in
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructures.

14

To independently study theN-particle states we per-
formed nonlinear conductance measurements.3,4 Figure 4
showsdI/dV plotted as a function of dc biasV across the dot
at a variety of gate voltages. BothdI/dV50 andG50 in the
regions aroundV50 since the excess energyeV is not suf-
ficient to break the CB. The peaks indI/dV bordering this
central region occur when the CB is breached and the widest
separationeDV between peaks provides a direct measure of
the charging energye2/C, whereC is the capacitance be-
tween the dot and the surrounding charge. As the dot is taken
closer to pinch-off it becomes increasingly isolated so that
C decreases ande2/C increases15 from 1.3 meV at
VP520.49 V, to 2.2 meV atVP520.54 V.

The secondary peaks in Fig. 4 represent tunneling through

FIG. 2. ~a! G ~solid line! as a function ofVP at TL550 mK,
within the other gates defining the dot atVT52500 mV,
VBL52830 mV, andVBR52900 mV. The dashed line was calcu-
lated as described in the text witha50.54, T550 mK, and
e2/C51.5 meV.~b! Measured thermovoltageDVth ~solid line! plot-
ted againstVP with I530 nA in the right-hand channel. The dotted
line ~offset! was calculated usinga50.54, DT5100 mK,
Tav5100 mK, ande2/C51.5 meV.

FIG. 3. DVth plotted againstVP with I530, 40, and 50 nA, in
order of increasing amplitude atTL550 mK. The data have been
shifted inVP to center on zero crossings inDVth atVP520.492 V
~top set of curves! and atVP520.473 V ~lower set!. Arrows indi-
cate structure associated with transport through excited states. Inset:
Electron temperatureT produced by a currentI in the right-hand
channel withTL550 mK, determined from a study ofRxx at vari-
ous n. The solid line is a fit to the data withg52.5 and
b56.0310218 WK22.5 ~see text!.
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excited states in the dot that became accessible once the Cou-
lomb gap has been breached.3,4,15We can directly measure
the energy spacingDE from Fig. 4 and find typical values of
around 250meV. Assuming that the fine structure inDVth of
Fig. 3 results from the excited states we find an energy spac-
ing of ;0.1e2/C, consistent with the data in Fig. 4. We note
that the fine structure inDVth suffers thermal broadening at
I550 nA, corresponding tokBDT;50 meV ~see below!,
again consistent with it being due to excited states.

The two previous studies ofS for a quantum dot6,7 used
distinct models to fit their data. Staringet al.7 used the model
of Ref. 5, which predicts an amplitudeSp-p5e/2CT that is
generally much larger than that given by the Mott
expression,16 S;2 ln@dG(E)/dE#, as used in Ref. 6. To re-
solve this issue it was necessary to determineDT as accu-
rately as possible so thatS could be calculated from the
DVth data in Fig. 2.

Previously6,13 we have used the thermopower of a QPC
near the heating channel as a probe ofDT, allowing a com-
parison of the experimentalDVth with theory. Here we used
an independent method to determineDT(I ). The amplitude
of Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillations inRxx along the
heating channel was measured as a function of bothTL and
the appliedI . The damping of the SdH oscillations with in-
creasingTL agreed with standard theory17 at a variety of
filling factorsn for 50,TL,800 mK. The current-dependent
Rxx(I ) amplitudes were then converted into electron tem-
peraturesT using this dependence. The inferred values of
T(I ) are plotted in Fig. 3~inset!.

The energy-loss rateP from a 2DEG generally obeys
P5I 2R5b(Tg2TL

g). In a macroscopic GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
heterojunction below 1 K, energy loss is dominated by the
emission of acoustic phonons via the piezoelectric interac-
tion, leading to ag55 dependence.18 For T;500 mK, the
heated electrons relax toTL over a distancel e-ph;200mm,
and asT is lowered furtherl e-ph can significantly exceed the
sample size.19 In this regime phonon emission is not efficient
at cooling electrons in the channel region and heat is con-
ducted out of the channel via the electrons before being dis-

sipated as phonons in the contact regions.19,20 Electron-
electron scattering within the heated channel serves to
redistribute energy, leading to a well-defined electron tem-
perature profile. Using the Wiedemann-Franz law to calcu-
late thisT profile21 one findsg52. A best fit to the data in
Fig. 3 ~inset! gives g52.5, indicating a crossover between
electron out-diffusion and dissipation through direct phonon
emission. ForT.800 mK ourT(I ) values are within 20% of
those calculated by Maet al.,18 who found g55 and
b53.2310218WK25 by assuming thatP was determined
solely by phonon emission.

For the data in Fig. 2~b! we haveDT5170 mK from the
T(I ) calibration. The model of Ref. 5 then predicts
DVth

p-p5(e/2CT)DT'1 mV. This is two orders of magni-
tude larger than our measuredDVth . Staringet al.

7 found
agreement with Ref. 5 only by assumingDT;1 mK for
values ofI and TL close to those used here. They did not
have an independent measure ofDT, but such a small rise in
T is inconsistent with current theories of electron energy
loss.18–21

The theory of Ref. 5 assumes the ‘‘orthodox model’ of
CB ~Ref. 22! in which G!e2/h, so that virtual-tunneling
processes~or cotunneling! are neglected. Away from
maxima inG, transport through the dot can only occur by
thermal activation. In our quantum-dot system we have
1023e2/h,G,1021e2/h for most gate voltages, but judging
from the small magnitude of the measuredS the transport is
not fully activated.

To model our data we use a simple single-particle frame-
work. Johnsonet al.3 showed that a single-particle Landauer
formulation can model many aspects of CB even though it is
a many-body charging effect. This is true because transport
of theNth electron through the dot is an energy-conserving
process, where phase coherence is maintained even though
the other N21 electrons experience a Coulomb energy
change. This approach has recently been shown valid for a
general interacting mesoscopic system.23 The transmission
probability t through the dot is given by3

t5
GL
2GR

2

11~12GL
2!~12GR

2 !22@~12GL
2!~12GR

2 !#1/2cosf
,

~1!

whereGL5@a1G@12a)# and GR5G2/@a1G(12a)# are
the probability amplitudes for transmission through the left
and right barriers anda is an adjustable parameter between
zero and unity which determines asymmetry between the
barriers. To obtainG as a function ofVP we averagedG ~in
units ofe2/h) overVP to remove the oscillatory component,
which is equivalent to settinge2/C50. The phasef is that
acquired by an electron in one round trip between the barri-
ers. To fit the dataf(VP) was increased by 2p each time
VP passed through a peak inG, and intermediate values were
obtained by linear interpolation. We do not suggest a physi-
cal mechanism through whichf varies withVP , but note
that the model provides a convenient form for the energy-
dependent single-particle transmissiont(E) through the dot.
We can then calculate bothG andS using the standard Lan-
dauer formulas for thermoelectric transport.24

The predictions of this simple model are compared with
experiment in Fig. 2. We have assumede2/C51.5 meV,

FIG. 4. dI/dV plotted against biasV, with VP52504 to
2546 mV in 1-mV steps. Adjacent curves are offset by 0.75mS for
clarity. HereVT52500 mV,VBL52921 mV,VBR520.922 mV,
andTL550 mK.
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which is inferred from Fig. 4 as the mean value ofe2/C over
the range of the data in Fig. 2. A best fit toG was obtained
using a50.54 and the resulting values are compared with
experiment in Fig. 2~a!. The thermovoltage data in Fig. 2~b!
show qualitative agreement with theory forVP.20.55 V.
At more negativeVP that data appear quenched. In particu-
lar, atVP values corresponding toG minima,DVth falls rap-
idly to zero. This is also observed in the data of Fig. 3. Here
the resistanceR of the dot exceeds 200 MV and any leakage
path of lower resistance will serve to short out the thermo-
voltage. We also calculatedDVth using the Mott expression

16

and the experimentalG data. This gave similar results to that
obtained by calculatingt(E) from Eq. ~1!, but theG data
were too noisy to obtain a satisfactory derivative with respect
to VP .

Typical values ofI required to obtain a reliableDVth were
I>10 nA, givingDT>100 mK @see Fig. 3~inset!#. Conse-
quently it will be very difficult to obtain thermopower mea-
surements in the LR regime (DT!TL) for TL below a few
hundred mK. However in calculations of nonlinear ther-
mopower for QPC’s~Ref. 13! and quantum dots25 it has been
shown that the thermopower can be well approximated by
the LR value calculated at theaverage Tof the two reser-
voirs, providedkBDT is well below a characteristic energy
of the system, beinge2/C for a dot.25 For the data in Fig.
2~b! we haveDT5170 mK from theT(I ) calibration, giving
e2/C'100kBDT, so it is valid to use the averageT to cal-

culateS. This gives an amplitude forDVth that is too large
by a factor of 2.5. We find a best fit toDVth @dotted line in
Fig. 2~b!# by setting DT5100 mK, giving an average
T5100 mK. Uncertainty in the values obtained from the
T(I ) calibration and in our estimate ofe2/C are sufficient to
account for this discrepancy.

In summary, we have used a current-heating technique to
study CB oscillations in the thermopower of a quantum dot.
The amplitude of SdH oscillations inRxx for the 2DEG in
the heated reservoir acted as an electron thermometer to de-
termine the applied temperature differentialDT. The magni-
tude of S was two orders of magnitude smaller than that
predicted for a dot with negligible cotunneling. We found
reasonable agreement to the data using a single-particle Lan-
dauer formulation indicating that even a small amount of
cotunneling can have a significant effect on the form ofS.
Additional fine structure in the thermopower oscillations ap-
pears to be due to the effect of theN-particle excited states in
the dot. This interpretation was supported by nonlinear elec-
trical conductance measurements, which indicated an excita-
tion spectrum with similar energy spacings to that deter-
mined from the thermopower.
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